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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

MICHAEL HARPER directs the writing program at Brown University. His books include *Dear John, Dear Coltraine* and *History Is Your Own Heartbeat*. His poems in this issue are reprinted by permission of the University of Illinois Press from *Nightmare Begins Responsibility*, © 1975 by Michael S. Harper.

AL YOUNG, who has taught writing and literature at Stanford and U-Cal at Santa Cruz, is currently a Guggenheim Fellow. His books include both fiction (*Snakes and Who Is Angelina?*) and poetry (*Dancing and The Song Turning Back into Itself*). A new novel, *Sitting Pretty*, and a new collection of poetry, *Some Recent Fiction*, will be brought out in the spring of 1976 by Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

DARWIN TURNER is chairman of Afro-American Studies and professor of English at The University of Iowa. His books include *In a Minor Chord: Three Afro-American Writers and Their Search for Identity* and several anthologies. His anthology of Jean Toomer’s uncollected writings will be published by Howard University Press this year.


ALICE WALKER is the author of *In Love & Trouble* and *Once*.


GAYL JONES’ novel *Corregidora* has just been published by Random House.

RAYMOND R. PATTERSON lectures at the City College of New York. He is the author of *26 Ways of Looking at a Black Man and Other Poems*.

SHIRLEY WILLIAMS, the author of *Give Birth to Brightness*, will have a book of poems out next fall.

WARING CUNEY was born in 1906 in Washington, D.C. His works include *Puzzles* and *Storefront Church*.
ALVIN AUBERT teaches at SUNY-Fredonia. He is editor of Obsidian: Black Literature in Review and author of Against the Blues.

ISHMAEL REED's newest book of poetry is A Secretary to the Spirits. His most recent novel, The Last Days of Louisiana Red, won the 1975 National Institute of Arts and Letters Award.

ANN duCILLE is an instructor of English at Hamilton College in Clinton, New York.

STERLING A. BROWN's books include Southern Road and The Negro in American Fiction.

GWENDOLYN BROOKS needs no introduction.

ETHERIDGE KNIGHT's most recent books are Black Voices from Prison and Belly Songs and Other Poems.

DUDLEY RANDALL is a librarian at the University of Detroit. He is the author of After the Killing and the editor of The Black Poets.

AI is the author of Cruelty. She is living again in Arizona.

GEORGE BARLOW lives in San Francisco. His first book of poems, Gabriel, was published in 1974 by the Broadside Press.

AUDRE LORDE is the author of The First Cities. Her poem in this issue is reprinted by permission of The Village Voice, © 1974 by The Village Voice, Inc.

ANTHONY McNEILL, who comes from Jamaica, has taken an M.F.A. at Johns Hopkins.

SONIA SANCHEZ is the author of nine books and is a mother, professor, poet, and playwright.

JERRY WARD, assistant professor of English at Tougalou College, is an advisory editor of Black Box and Obsidian.

JAY WRIGHT teaches at the University of Virginia.

LUCILLE CLIFTON's books include Good Times and Good News About the Earth.

MARI EVANS is the author of I Am a Black Woman.
CALVIN FORBES teaches at Tufts University. His book, Blue Monday, was published by Wesleyan in 1974.

EVERETT HOAGLAND is an assistant professor of English at Southeastern Massachusetts University and the author of Black Velvet.

JUNE JORDAN's books include Some Changes and Who Look at Me.

PRIMUS ST. JOHN teaches at Portland State University in Oregon.

MARGARET WALKER is the author of Jubilee.

PHILIP BRYANT is finishing an M.F.A. at Columbia University.

JAMES BLAKE is the author of Behind the Mask. He teaches at San Diego State College.

GEORGE BUGGS is finishing study in creative writing at Brown. He has published a volume of poems, Music from the Middle Passage.

SAMUEL ALLEN is a lawyer who has turned to letters. He now teaches African and African-American literature at Boston University.

HORACE COLEMAN teaches creative writing and Black literature at Ohio University.


REGINALD LOCKETT is a native Californian and has appeared in many anthologies of Black writing.


MELVIN DIXON has returned to Stamford, Connecticut, after a year and a half in Paris, and is revising his first novel.

JOHN McCLUSKEY, JAMES A. McPHERSON, and ALISON MILLS are introduced by Al Young in his editorial comment.

SARAH WEBSTER FABIO, currently studying and teaching in the Afro-American program at Iowa, is the author of a seven-volume series of poems, Rainbow Signs (1973). She has been writing another play, No Crystal Stair: Steps to Emancipation, and has been preparing a book for Double-day called Black Talk.
Save 20 percent on these University of Iowa Press books:

**John Keats's Porridge: Favorite Recipes of American Poets** edited by Victoria McCabe
This collection of recipes by 115 contemporary poets is a celebration of the happy activity of cooking and an expression of the kinship between the creation of a good meal and the making of a poem. "This good anthology of recipes is satisfying . . ."—William Cole.
1975. 120 pages. Paper, $2.95. TIR price, $2.35.

**Iowa Translation Series**
**The Poetry of Postwar Japan** translated by Kijima Hajime
Kijima translated these poetic works by thirty-one authors. The total range of topics and images gives the reader a suggestion of the hard life that these poets experienced emerging out of the ashes and the vacuum of postwar Japan.
1975. 324 pages. Paper, $7.95. TIR price, $6.35

**The Last Romantic: Mihail Eminescu** translated by Roy MacGregor-Hastie
This volume presents the first introduction to the principal poetic works of the national poet of Romania. This was the third book in the Iowa Translation Series edited by Paul and Hualing Nieh Engle.

This collection translates the poetry of twenty poets who had achieved their own identity between 1955 and 1965 in the Republic of China. Yip makes "a significant contribution to the world of letters"—Tamkang Review.

**Contemporary Korean Poetry** translated by Ko Won
This volume presents 184 poems by 141 Korean poets from the first decade of the 1900's to the present. Ko Won uses a special instinct to capture the feeling and mood of the original works.

**Harry Belten and the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto** by Barry Targan
The 1975 winner of the Iowa School of Letters Award for Short Fiction was chosen by George P. Garrett. Garrett said, "Targan is a gifted artist who
Books at Discount Prices

tells his stories with great energy and with graceful care. This is a rich and various gathering . . .”
TIR prices, $7.15 and $4.75.

Save 10 percent on these University of Iowa Press scholarly books:

The Midland: A Venture in Literary Regionalism by Milton M. Reigelman
Reigelman worked with the editor, John T. Frederick, to compile this fascinating tale of the literary periodical that reflected the midwestern region. He discusses the history, the editorial policy, and the literature of The Midland.

Language & Time & Gertrude Stein by Carolyn Faunce Copeland
Copeland takes a new and provocative view of Gertrude Stein’s career as a writer. This unique study approaches Stein on her own terms, not in terms of a traditional literary criticism irrelevant to Stein. “The main thesis of the book is strong—the many voices of Gertrude Stein”—Robert Haas.
TIR prices, $8.05 and $4.45.

A Literary History of Iowa by Clarence Andrews
This book presents an extensive overview of Iowans who wrote about Iowa subjects and issues. “... it is a very welcome contribution to our understanding of ourselves in the Midwest”—Wisconsin Magazine of History.
TIR prices, $11.25 and $6.75.

Narrative Intellection in the DECAMERON by Stavros Deligiorgis
This literary study treats the Decameron as a whole composed of disimilar but interdependent materials. Deligiorgis avoids the use of the jargon common in critical pieces and suggests grounds for relating tellers to tales, prose to verse, and form to theme.

Send for a complete listing of University of Iowa Press books. Payment must accompany your order. This offer is available to non-institutional subscribers only. Please label your order with TIR.
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